
Define your workspaces and allow your employees to work in complete safety and

serenity .Its Plexiglass structure will protect people from any salivary projection and

avoid the spread of a virus.

Easy to clean in order to respect the safety

measures, the cleaning of this transparent

separator must be done regularly and with gloves.

Adapted cable passage + 

Possibility to install a monitor 

arm support (2 cm opening)

Chrystal clear plexiglass desk 

divider. Protects from any 

salivary projection and avoids 

the spread of a virus 

(Height 61 cm) 

Can be positioned along the 

length or width of the desk

Choose this Plexiglass divider and give your employees the security they need to work with serenity . 

Easy fixing thanks to its ultra 

simple and fast hanging system. 

Adjustable according to the 

thickness of the tray 

(max 25 mm) (Screws and fixing  

brackets x2 - supplied)

MHTIMY Plexiglass divider + 2 brackets fixation

Delivered with 2 
brackets



61 cm

60 cm0.3 cm

Choose this Plexiglas divider and give your employees the security they need to work with serenity

MHTIMY Plexiglas divider + 2 hooks fixation

Code MHTIMYPL60

EAN 3129710016815

Divide : Chrystal clear plexiglass

Bracket : Aluminium

Color Transparent

Lenght : 60cm 

Height : 61 cm  + 2 cm opening

Thickness : 3 mm

Weight : 1,34 kg 

Adjustable according to the thickness of the tray 

(max 25 mm) (Screws and fixing  brackets x2 - supplied)

Possibility of fixing via brackets with adhesive 

(See ref. MHTIMYFIX)

Estimated assembly time 5 minutes

Warranty 2 years

Dim. : L 67 x W 64 x H 5,2 cm 

Weight : 2,05 kg

Dim. : L 69,3 x  W 65 x H 28 cm 

Wieght : 11,70 Kg

* Unit selling (1xUV) box

* Master box (5xUV)
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